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Touts, Pirates and Ghosts
Solomon Benjamin

U

nplanned, slums, non-conforming, illegal, unauthorised, and sub-standard: These are
labels that planners, administrators driven with the need for orderly modern cities,
term 90% of the city areas where people live and work. Hardly new, this disjuncture
– between Master Plans and what evolves on the ground – has plagued the planners of new
towns like Chandigarh, and national capital complexes, besides smaller territories under
Master Planning. In Delhi, like other metros, only 8-12% of residential space comes from
Master Planning. In 1995, 250,000 small and large trade and manufacturing firms
underpinned the capital’s economy for possibly more than two-thirds of its habitants. Only
11,500 of these, mostly manufacturing, firms were located in planned areas. One realises
the wider implication of this when one considers that unplanned and non-conforming trade
and manufacturing are interlinked economies of every single town in North India.
The accompanying figures show a map of
cities and towns in India that locate major
concentrations of networked economies and
their particular specialisations. Another is of
Delhi, its own particular specialised clusters and
their location in non-Master Planned areas. A
closer look at Vishwas Nagar in East Delhi
provides a vivid illustration of one ‘slum’. In
1991-1995, this settlement emerged as India’s
largest centre for the manufacture of electrical
power and control cables and conductors.
With a voting population of 21,000, it
provided work to 25,000 in direct manufacturing
and another 35,000 in trade and ancillary
activities. This does not include the extensive jobs
in the construction industry spurred by this
emerging economy. Why should this be important
for those with an interest in law?
1. “Neighbourhoods as Factory”
Here are two more photographs. One, a
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2. A map of Delhi showing its specialised manufacturing and
trade clusters and their correlation to land settings evolved
under ‘Regularisation’
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3. The Hydra of Viswas Nager's
multitudes of inter-connected
firms: workers, marketing agents,
factory managers, owners, land
promoters, liaison agents...
artisans, pirates and touts..

4.

notice board, shows an excerpt of the Master Plan
proposal for Vishwas Nagar as “district centre and
CBD”. Another shows a group of people gambling
under the board, and in the background, a group of
squatters who take their chances against demolition.
Their illegal status, and consequently low rentals,
allows them to stay close to work. The point of this
5.
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essay is to reflect on the quiet and subversive political processes that underpin such
disjunctures.
Approaches to the non-Master Planned areas have been varied. One set of actions,
made famous by Jagmohan (Vice-Chairman of the Delhi Development Authority) during the
Emergency (1975-1977), and again more recently, is to use violent eviction as a way to
make way for Planned development. Another view, resulting in designed housing
complexes, is mostly by architects supported by bureaucrat benefactors. They seek an
Indian identity, and view planning norms as ‘Western’. This group feels the need to introduce
the mohalla (crowded neighbourhood), the courtyards, and the ‘Indian bazaar look’ as a way
to make cities ‘more human’. A third approach is how things actually get done for
unauthorised colonies: “Regularisation”.
This is conventionally seen to be ‘legalisation’ set in motion by inhabitants in the nonMaster Planned area, seeking public improvements of basic infrastructure and services.
This is much to the dismay of planners, architects, and senior administrators. For them,
regularisation reflects the corruption of the bureaucracy by vote-bank politics. This
approach seems to legitimise illegality, is ‘boring’ and ‘un-imaginative’, and certainly not the
way to build modern cities. In exploring the question of quiet politics, I am not concerned
with the morality of Master Planning and of the various approaches, including that of
regularisation. For sure, the Jagmohan approach of eviction has terrible human
consequences. Perhaps the alternatives of being ‘Indian’ may be important, but I suspect,
just as Gandhi commented when asked about ‘Western civilisation’: “It may be a good
idea…” What seems more interesting to me is to consider more closely the political
consequences: the congregations of interests that underpin disjunctures in the way cities
get built.
Regularisation – A Political Project of Substance
Regularisation, as it turns out, is the dominant way cities are built. It is not new, nor specific
to Indian cities. On the contrary, unauthorised colonies or private subdivisions are common
to all metro cities and towns in India, to most urban areas in the South, as also large parts
of South and Central America. In Pakistan, unauthorised colonies are termed ‘katchi aabaadi
(raw settlements)’, and in Colombian cities these are called ‘pirata’. Different forms of
‘regularisation’ have been a central issue of city management and politics. In this section, I
will show the variety of factors that reinforce the political substance of regularisation.
It is important to underline the substance of regularisation as linked to the immediacy
of daily life, (and) via land and economy to its deeply emotive sense. Inhabitants strive for
better infrastructure and services that impact daily life: children being able to cross drains
safely on the way to school; having reliable and cleaner water supply, reducing chances of
malaria by getting low-lying areas drained of stagnant water; electricity supply lines so that
children can complete homework, allow for street lighting to ensure safe return at night,
and congregate after dinner around street corners. When land, bought cheaply due to its
poor infrastructure (access) and delicate legal status, is upgraded, people can hope for
their children to have something better than what confronted them (when they first moved
in). Increasing land values, spurred by upgrading, mean that relatively larger plots can be
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sub-divided and rented to new entrants in the neighbourhood. Part of these proceeds can
help a new business, or are useful if required for medical expenses of a serious nature.
Such immediacy, then, relates to demands by a large political constituency that faces
difficult living and work conditions sharpened by crises of malaria, water shortages, water
logging, and attacks by stray dogs on unlit streets.
Regularisation is itself deeply political where the complexity of upgrading infrastructure
and extension of services relates not so much to technical but to political factors. This is
primarily because people demanding basic infrastructure and services find their
settlements categorised by Master Planning as ‘illegal – non-conforming – unplanned –
unauthorised’. Such imposed illegality relates to different types of politics. One is the nonrecognition of the land transaction through which people settle in. Generally, Master
Planning defines property and norms for settlement in terms that exclude existing (and
mostly) lower-income settlers on grounds of land use violations (aimed at small, homebased trade and manufacturing). Another is the complex institutional relationship as linked
to the social dynamic of competing interests. Master Planning uses norms and procedures
of allocation that identify locations where people already exist, as proposed sites for ‘social
housing’ or ‘publicly recognised’ institutions. Both of these are contested. Social housing,
due to a variety of exclusionary factors of application and access to higher-level
administration, ends up catering to the middle- and higher-income groups. Similarly, those
institutions allocated land, which has been notified and acquired under Master Planning,
tend to be those of higher level of government claiming their space in the entitlement
process with their basis in nation-building, or representing the ‘public’. These could also be
private institutions, deemed by high-level administrators and planners as being essential
pre-requisites for the ‘modern citizen’. Thus, besides a fire station or a police station, space
under civic amenities could be allocated to a community centre (translating into a ‘club’
accessed by membership), a plot for a school (in reality, under high end private corporate
management), entertainment and retail shops and complexes. Increasingly, such contest is
sharpened with pronouncements from higher levels of judiciary ruling that ‘illegal structures’
cannot access public funds for permanent infrastructure. It is important to note that these
pronouncements are often framed within the language of planning and of organised city
development.
Such politics is reinforced by the economic underpinnings of urban terrain. Specifically,
regularisation has an immediate and extensive impact on the local economies of
manufacturing and trade. A better road means that a front room can be turned into a corner
store or a small manufacturing unit. A new electrical transformer in the block attracts new
firms without the fear of ‘tripping’ the electrical system. Upgrading spurred by regularisation
has significant systemic impacts: reliable electricity increases productivity; roads open up
access to firms locating in more interior parts. Densification opens up opportunities to
customise products responding to new markets at a regional and national level. This, in
turn, is made possible by the manufacture of customised capital machinery in close
proximity. Such relationships form part of the logic of interconnected production where the
output of one firm forms the input of another. Interconnected production improves
surpluses despite falling margins, where the increasing intensity of manufacturing gives the
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settlement a particular identity to attract small traders, skilled workers; thus, the space
becomes a major attraction for firms to locate there. There are other systemic impacts.
Traders cluster to sell raw stock in batches small enough for the small interconnected firms
to feed on. These economies influence and spur real estate markets with specialised rental
structures, and real estate transaction norms customized to the needs of factory operators
settling in.
Since almost all locations for economy (trade and manufacturing) in a city are nonmaster planned and exist in various stages of regularisation, much of urban territory is, in
effect, in a dynamic of legality and its politics. Connected to land and the type of
infrastructure and services that this embodies, regularisation as politics connects up to a
substantive economic constituency. One could also argue that as cities get larger and
urbanise in both the demographic and the economic, the political substance of
regularisation would assume even more prominence.
Finally, one can also view regularisation as a core feature of a larger level of urban
politics. This is when we consider its location in the relationship between municipal councils
and higher levels of government at the state and national level. A core issue is the
institutional dynamic through which these relationships are established. Master Planning is
located in ‘Development Authorities’ under the control of state governments (and in the case
of Delhi, under the national government). These connections are both administrative and
political. Development Authorities are an important way through which state and national
level governments establish their print on the urbanscape. This happens via the allocation
of land in central locations to institutions under their control. Development Authorities also
establish political control of local bodies via their control over the regulation of land. Such
controls help ensure that local councils toe the ‘party line’, and maintain the legitimacy of
higher levels of government. If so, it is hardly surprising that implicated in Master Planning
and the establishment of the “Rule of Law’, the need to promote social justice and equity is
also a reflection of political control. It is partly due to this contest of political terrain, further
implicated in the disjuncture with Master Planning, that regularisation is not a one-off event,
but extends over time. Municipal councils respond via regularisation not just to their
constituents’ economic and other needs, but use this to reinforce their political autonomy.
A ‘Quiet Politics’ Underpins the Regularisation Dynamic
If one important aspect of regularisation is the complex two-way relationship between
Municipal Councils and their constituents set in a wider politics, another is its day-to-day
nature. If one visits non-master planned neighbourhoods, it is not as if people have their
banners up, marching along streets in protest. On the contrary, daily life moves on in
parallel to a quiet politics, played out in various Associations’ meetings held in the evenings,
in audiences with councillors normally in the early morning, or as will be explained below,
in the untidy rooms of municipal bureaucracies. This is the most accessible arena of
government for groups residing and working in non-master planned areas. For any aspiring
politician, initiating regularisation, making serious attempts to get infrastructure, or
stopping evictions, is a secure way to consolidate a political base. Urban land, with its
material and emotive register, is particularly significant as an area of intervention.
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To fully appreciate the quiet politics, it is important to note the significant differences
between the process and politics of intervention by municipal governments, and of
Development Authorities promoting Master Planning. Master Planning focuses on physical
planning, located in utopian visions justified on normative arguments that have been set up
by planners and legislature. In contrast, municipalities are pressured to respond to what
already exists on the ground. Second, their actions lie mostly in the realm of administrative
actions – pushed by councillors responding to their political constituencies and exerting
pressure. This is not to say that Master Planning is a purely technocratic exercise. On the
contrary, behind its normative façade, Development Authorities promoting Master Planning
respond to larger political and administrative constituencies. Actions by municipal
government are usually more local. While in both cases interventions are set within an
interpretation of law and administrative guidelines, I will suggest below how actions to
regularise, spurred by municipal debate, needs to be necessarily ‘quiet’ as a matter of
political prudence.
One level of politics is that of slums being ‘recognised/notified’. Municipal bodies are
usually under intense political pressure from under-serviced but rapidly settled areas
forming large political constituencies. Being ‘notified’ allows public authorities to improve
infrastructure and services, drawing on ‘scheme-based’ development funds (which are
available only for ‘recognised/notified slums’). However, notification involves concurrence
by higher levels of government who become interested in this only at the time of elections.
Thus, quite often, more than half the settlements remain in a non-notified status for a long
time – five, ten years, sometimes even longer. Municipal bodies, under pressure from their
constituents to act, therefore draw on their general municipal funds. Interventions are set
in motion via ‘administrative orders’, and councils justify such actions on ‘humanitarian’
grounds.
Such interventions strengthen de facto tenures – even if absolute titles have not been
conferred. Here, again, there is an important political logic to maintaining a ‘quiet’
approach. This relates to the complex power relationships between those who ‘own’ land
and the others located in various forms of tenancies. Assuming that a municipal body were
to initiate a titling program – as is normally pushed through by the World Bank (titling, here
as a way to define ‘property’, is the process of marking out exact physical boundaries) –
many would see this idea as a ‘progressive’ ideal, the giving of ‘rights’. However, actual
ground level experiences point to quite different consequences. The moment there is some
information on a proposed ‘titling’ program, those with a greater degree of land claims
ensure that poorer tenants are moved out, or settled with close relatives. This allows them
to benefit from the increased real estate values.
Thus, re-shuffling property claims can lead to serious political crises and
consequences. for the councillors and the municipal council. There are other threats to
municipal councils. A program of establishing absolute titles, as I shall discuss later,
jeopardises a neighbourhood economy as much as to seriously underpin the political clout
of municipal bodies. It is hardly surprising, then, that municipal bodies usually intervene with
regularisation and incremental upgrading that improves de facto tenure over time. This
approach strengthens the claims of settlers on an ‘As is Where Is’ basis in order to
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strengthen claims across the board among diverse groups. Residents and people working
in the areas therefore maintain a close tab on municipal debates and the administrative
orders framed to initiate investments in infrastructure and services. Such access to the
system is partly facilitated by councillors, but also by other more bureaucratic routes to
ensure that political and administrative action is being taken in the residents’ favour.

6. Letter written by an association general secretary
to pressure the municipal adminsitration for street
lighting.

7. An internal office notice procured by an
assoclation that shows the deal emerging from their
negotiations to fund an additional electrical
transformer.

8. Press reports and a releases by the
Electricity Authority as part of a
'regularisation' policy This act also helps the
authority to raise revenues that would
otherwise be lost in a situation of forced
‘illegality’. The rules may seem as
contradictory, but it is precisely this overlap
that allows a ‘flexible’ interpretation shaped by
the Porous Bureaucracy. Richer groups
usually oppose such developments, stating
issues like pollution, breakdown of ‘law and
order’. However, the threat is mainly one of
resources being diverted to poorer areas, and
the increasing clout of ‘slum residents’.
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“C2”
“A”

“C1”

“D”
“B”

9.

10.

A journalistic (and largely elite) view of the parallel regulatory system at work.
> This captures the extensiveness and organised structures at play ("A").
> Although seen as ‘illegal’, note that there are limits within which this operate ("B").
> There is a close link to the Office / municipal orders procedures evolved out of the Porous
Bureaucracy ("C1”) and gets incorporated into this ("C2").
> Finally, the issue is also linked to the regulations framed by the Delhi Development Authority, a body
that seeks to not only control such activities but to maintain their exclusivity in capturing the commercial
potential for "their planned commercial centers" ("D"). It is popularly known that the Planned area too is
situated in a similar circuit of bribes and agents or "touts".
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The municipality as a locale of such politics is important. Given the rigid forms of legality
(and hence property) imposed by Development Authorities, there is a strong political
imperative to keep interventions quiet and unobtrusive. Municipal councils, in addressing a
constituency whose only asset is the vote, know that if an interpretation of law and
administrative guidelines can suffice to initiate upgrading, there is little need to press higher
levels of government to legislate for it. Also, as cities get increasingly divided along income
lines, politics reflects an alliance between the elite and higher-level bureaucratic and political
levels. Most councillors with a constituency in poorer areas realise fully well that seeking to
legislate is likely to attract the attentions of the elite, who would use their alliances to
pressure government and the judiciary to restrict municipal government from spending
public resources in what are, technically, illegal areas. Once such judicial or administrative
orders are passed, they do harm by closing up space for any future actions. In a sense,
then, we can also see how economic contest between different groups relates to quiet
subversion to dilute larger ‘vision’ based Master Planning.
To understand such quiet processes in a more concrete way, I present in the next set
of illustrations, the subversion of the day-to-day by the ‘ordinary’: a news article on ‘touts
infesting’ the factory licencing office, routine newspaper notices from an agency
responsible for electricity supply, a seemingly poorly drafted scrawl of a 75-year old
threatening a middle level official, and photos from the semi-covered parking lot of a
government office that houses the street level legal ‘experts’. For the Master Planners,
these are the ‘illegal’ operatives catering to the Ghost that haunts the image of the planned
and orderly city; for the elite, these are touts, the land encroachers and builders, and land
mafia of unauthorised construction, the slums staining the imaginary of the grand plan and
thus to be cleared away; for big business, these are the pirates, the violators of copyright,
the tax evaders.
Multiple Fluidity in Fixity
I now probe deeper into the nature of this ‘Quiet Politics’ as a way to understand the
relationship between the legality of land and economy. Besides the arena of local
government as one form of politicisation, another is that of forms of tenure. In this, we see
an interplay of two issues. First, that legality is not absolute, but is fluid and shaped by a
variety of actions. Academics and practitioners focusing on issues of regularisation (in a
vast number of settlements in cities in Asia, parts of Africa, and Latin America) are well
conversant with the importance of de facto tenure.1 What turns out to be important is not
de jure tenure, but rather the de facto status of land as impacted by the process of
regularisation which influences the ‘perception of legality’.2 Here, upgrading and introduction
of better infrastructure and services also means that land is generally more secure against
evictions. Second, of critical importance and linked to the concept of de facto tenure, is the
concept of property itself. Land as an economic terrain, as well as a place for residence
and urban relationships, has a fluid materiality. Land is highly material – as seen in the close
connections to real estate. Yet, in this very connection to real estate and its supposed
‘fixity’, lies a powerful fluidity – in the varied forms of tenure. Another material basis to the
logic of interconnected tenure is that this underpins the clustering of firms, which in turn
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leads to increasing productivity and economic advantage (that, as I argued earlier,
underpins municipal autonomy). When first viewed, the uneven distribution of infrastructure
in a non-Master Planned settlement seems chaotic, ‘slum-like’ creating the rationale for
‘Planned intervention’. A closer examination of clustering shows, however, that the varied
firms that constitute a network of interlinked firms operate their manufacturing and trading
activities in direct connection to the varied infrastructure of the particular land parcels they
are located on.3 To put it simply, a firm drawing copper wire from a thicker gauge to a
thinner one does not require as high a level of infrastructure, say, as one coating those
wires with PVC, or a firm that enamels the finished copper wire for motor winding. Similarly,
a small trading outlet selling raw stock of PVC pellets compound (to the insulating firms)
requires not high infrastructure but ‘market access’ on a street corner. Since access to the
level of infrastructure impacts land prices, firms locating differently need to sink varied
capital investments. It is the ability of a neighbourhood to have expensive and cheap areas
in close physical proximity, that allows for the networking of firms to take place.
Multiple Fluidities
‘Entrepreneur/Artisan/Worker/Trader/Financier/Political Strategist’
There are other types of fluidities. A closer look at the human face of an economy
constituted by clustering small firms shows that we can hardly use the conventional binary
of ‘entrepreneurs and workers’. Tracing life histories shows that these labels are
interchangeable. Workers move on in three to five years to become foremen, and after that,
link to a variety of trajectories to start off their own firms in the main line of production, or
into capital machinery. Some move to be trading agents. At times, these identities switch.
Entrepreneurs and factory owners, even those from the financially astute group of the
marwari and bania (trading castes), need to operate the machines on the shop floor to keep
in close contact with the technological options that open up, and to respond to complex
and dynamic market demands. Much of small firm finance is driven by complex local
mechanisms such as pooled funds linked to real estate markets. These financial systems
draw in all – workers, factory owners, renters and land ‘owners’ – even if in varied degrees.
This intimate knowledge of financier circuits, even if power within these is unequally
distributed, is critically important to make possible transitions between factory
owners/workers/traders/innovators/artisans. Finally, the politics of regularisation implies
yet another fluidity of multiple identities. The link between varied land tenure and economy
means that those participating in it have a direct stake in the politics of establishing
location, of regularisation, and of access to infrastructure. Thus, meetings to decide on
political strategy during election time include not only ‘landlords’ but a variety of other
groups, including workers. These last are included not as ‘labour’, but have chosen to be
present due to their direct implication in the form and process of production, as well as in
their connection to property via multiple tenure regimes.
In considering the concept of fluidity, I return to consider more closely the issue of
‘landlords’ and ‘tenants’. I suggest that this line is very thin, with a process of switching from
one to another. Here, it is important to return to land tenure as a bundle of rights or claims,
rather than set in absolute or singular relationships. Often missed out, this view of land
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tenure as being a heterogeneous entity needs to also be linked to the concept of ‘land
controller’, to draw from Dharma Kumar.4 Viewing landlords and tenants as ‘controllers’
opens up a conceptual space to appreciate the wider distribution of surplus from
incrementally developing land markets. This can also help us to view the concept of
‘property’ in the context of a local society,5 rather than be boxed in a narrow conception of
a homogenous market. The spectrum of land controllers includes property agents, as well
as ex-tenants who partake in the increased surplus when land is subdivided, via the division
of the security deposit in locally negotiated ratios.
An important point here is that land tenure is usually viewed in narrow terms of
residence, separate from its other uses. Also, land is seen as static, deriving from a sense
of its fixity. When we open up the land dynamic to include non-residential use intermixed in
a fluid way with residence, we can then appreciate that tenure can signify a much broader
range of actions linked to forms of regulation that shape its use by a set of actors or
agents. Thus, settings like that of Vishwas Nagar, and inherent in figures 9 and 10, are
reflections of both forms of tenure (what form of regulations allows you to put the parcel of
land to a particular use) and agents (the range of touts, but also other ‘fixers’, consultants
to help an ‘entrepreneur’ or a land ‘owner’ adjust that land parcel’s characteristics to allow
production to happen). I have elsewhere shown how, in the case of Bangalore, poor groups
had at least 12 forms of tenure systems to latch on to urban space.6 If we consider the
case of economic settings like that of Vishwas Nagar, each of the categories mentioned in
the table of figure 10 can be construed to be forms of tenure settings.
To fully understand the multiplicity of tenure, it is important to connect it back to the
politics of daily reality. If regularisation is the way most urban terrain gets access to basic
infrastructure, suggests that its politics is not one-off, but extensive across a vast urban
terrain. Moreover, in being centred on the actions of the day-to-day, the fluidity of legality
implies that such politics is not ‘led’ by a singular person but rather congregates multiple
actors, with a strong though not necessarily leading role played by councillors. Finally, in
dealing with the fluidity of legality, its accumulative politics within municipal government has
evolved conventions and practices, rather than ‘Law’.7 By this I refer to the administrative
procedures that put in motion investment, and the implementation of public works. Since
these interventions impact tenure, they in effect also represent a form of law-in-process.
In my descriptions of neighbourhood life, economy and politics, I have posed that the
fixity of land is embedded in the fluidity of tenure, which underpins a networked economy,
and also has in parallel an intensely material basis. The economy, despite its fixity in space
and identity as a location of specialised skills, is constituted by fluidity of identities. This is
also paralleled in an intense politics incredibly intertwined with daily life. Residents here take
on multiple identities of being residents, political strategists, and activists. These themes of
multiple identities mirror the multiple identities of the economy of ‘entrepreneurs/
artisan/workers/traders’.
Moving beyond the Dirigisme of State and Market
Political, social, economic theory, and especially that of planning, has usually framed the
urban question from a dirigisme of state and market. Fitting into this binary is the location
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of ‘civil society’. We are led to believe that the local is to be subsumed within a larger
structure of the Nation State, or be homogenised, responding passively to the market’s
vibrating price signals travelling magically through space and location. The politics of the
local within this binary is reduced to a ‘civil society’. Here, passive locals are led via a
progressive and visionary leadership pressing for a ‘rights framework’, or for ‘transparency,
accountability, and Good Governance’.
If city building is reflected in such streetscapes, it is useful to reject such binaries, as
well as reflect on a mirror question: What forms of politics of society and city building are
envisaged when a larger political project is posed centred around the dirigisme of the state
and market? Specifically, what does this tell us about the political economy of the
constituent groups, including academics who choose to pose issues this way? We know that
such political projects are afloat, well-funded, backed by state power at the highest level,
and paralleled today with significant corporate might. All this is to contest space occupied
by a ‘quieter politics’. If so, what does this contest tell us about cities as a political arena
constituted by the quiet but subversive economy and society?
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